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For at least a hundred years before the great famine
—that is to say, ever since the growth of Irish popu-
lation had begun to produce land hunger—the oppres-
sive landlord had run the risk of murder : and in all
that time the Catholic population had refused to take
part in bringing such a murderer to justice. As land
hunger intensified, this tendency to a combined
shielding of criminals increased also. Local secret
societies under varying names became a characteristic
of Irish life : and terror was directed not only against
the oppressive landlord or his instruments, the agent,
the bailiff, and the process-server, but against the
man who took land on which another in popular
Judgment had claims. This " predial" agitation/as
O'Connell called it, was strongly condemned by
O'Connell and all later leaders of the Constitutional
party : it was condemned by the advocates of physical
force in the Young Ireland movement, and, though
with less clearness, by the Fenians.
While agriculture prospered, there was on the whole
'.little agrarian crime. In the early seventies, the
Franco-Prussian war raised the profits of farming,
and rents rose with them. Towards the close of the
decade this wave of prosperity ebbed, and, in 1879, a
bad season produced something approaching to famine
in the poorer regions. .. •'.'' :;>••
Parnell had already from; 1876 onwards begun to
develop his policy of. blocking business in the House
of Commons until it should attend to the necessities
of Ireland. But another man presented to him the
beginnings of a new force which could be combined
with the weapon of Parliamentary obstruction. During
the whole century, but especially after the famine,
emigration to America had been supplemented by
emigration to the manufacturing districts of England ;
and especially in Lancashire a great mass of Irish
labour had accumulated. These people necessarily
became familiar with the methods by which Trade
Unionism was limiting the power of the employer

